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QUESTION 1

You are preparing to install SQL Server 2012 Master Data Services (MDS), 

You need to ensure that the database requirements are met. 

A. Microsoft SharePoint Server 2010 Enterprise Edition SP1 

B. SQL Server 2012 Data Center (64-bit) x64 on the database server 

C. SQL Server 2012 Enterprise (64-bit) x64 on the database server 

D. SQL Server 2012 Standard (64-bit) x64 on the database server 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You develop a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) package that imports Windows Azure SQL Database data into a
data warehouse every night. 

The Windows Azure SQL Database data contains many misspellings and variations of abbreviations. To import the
data, a developer used the Fuzzy Lookup transformation to choose the closest-matching string from a reference table of
allowed values. The number of rows in the reference table is very large. 

If no acceptable match is found, the Fuzzy Lookup transformation passes a null value. The current setting for the Fuzzy
Lookup similarity threshold is 0.50. 

Many values are incorrectly matched. 

You need to ensure that more accurate matches are made by the Fuzzy Lookup transformation without degrading
performance. 

A. Change the similarity threshold to 0.40. 

B. Decrease the maximum number of matches per lookup. 

C. Change the similarity threshold to 0.55. 

D. Change the Exhaustive property to True. 

Correct Answer: C 

The similarity thresholds can be set at the component and join levels. The join-level similarity threshold is only available
when the transformation performs a fuzzy match between columns in the input and the reference table. The similarity
range is 0 to 1. The closer to 1 the threshold is, the more similar the rows and columns must be to qualify as duplicates. 

 

QUESTION 3

You are developing a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) package. The package contains a user-defined variable
named @Queue which has an initial value of 10. 
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The package control flow contains many tasks that must repeat execution until the @Queue variable equals 0. 

You need to enable the tasks to be grouped together for repeat execution. 

Which item should you add to the package? (To answer, select the appropriate item in the answer area.) 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use the same set of answer choices. An answer choice may be
correct for more than one question in the series. 

You administer a SQL Server 2012 server that contains a database named SalesDb. SalesDb contains a schema
named Customers that has a table named Regions. A user named userA is a member of a role named Sales. 

UserA is granted the Select permission on the Regions table. The Sales role is granted the Select permission on the
Customers schema. 

You need to ensure that the following requirements are met: 
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Which Transact-SQL statement should you use? 

A. DENY SELECT ON Object::Regions FROM Sales 

B. DENY SELECT OH Schema:: Customers FROM Soles 

C. REVOKE SELECT ON Object::Regions FROM Soles 

D. REVOKE SELECT ON Schema:Customers FROM Soles 

E. DENY SELECT ON Object::Regions FROM UserA 

F. DENY SELECT ON Schema:Customers FROM UserA 

G. REVOKE SELECT ON Object::Regions FROM UserA 

H. REVOKE SELECT ON Schema::Customers FROM UserA 

I. EXEC sp_oddrolemember \\'Sales\\', \\'UserA\\' 

J. EXEC sp_droprolemember \\'Sales\\', \\'UserA\\' 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You are a database administrator for a Microsoft SQL Server 2012 environment. 

You want to deploy a new application that will scale out the workload to at least five different SQL Server instances. 

Which feature should you use? 

A. Database Mirroring 

B. Peer-to-Peer Replication 

C. Log Shipping 

D. Availability Groups 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 6

You administer a Microsoft SQL Server 2012 instance that contains a financial database hosted on a storage area
network (SAN). The financial database has the following characteristics: 

A data file of 2 terabytes is located on a dedicated LUN (drive D). 
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A transaction log of 10 GB is located on a dedicated LUN (drive E). 

Drive D has 1 terabyte of free disk space. 

Drive E has S GB of free disk space. 

The database is continually modified by users during business hours from Monday through Friday between 09:00 hours
and 17:00 hours. Five percent of the existing data is modified each day. 

The Finance department loads large CSV files into a number of tables each business day at 11:15 hours and 15:15
hours by using the BCP or BULK INSERT commands. Each data load adds 3 GB of data to the database. 

These data load operations must occur in the minimum amount of time. 

A full database backup is performed every Sunday at 10:00 hours. Backup operations will be performed every two hours
(11:00, 13:00, 15:00, and 17:00) during business hours. 

You implement log shipping of the financial database to another SQL Server 2012 instance. You decide to failoverto this
secondary database. 

You need to ensure that all transactions will be replicated to the secondary database. 

A. 

Differential 

B. 

Transaction log 

C. 

FULL 

D. 

SIMPLE 

E. 

BULK_LOGGED 

F. 

SKIP 

G. 

RESTART 

H. 

STANDBY 

I. 

CHECKSUM 
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J. 

DBO_ONLY 

K. 

COPY_ONLY 

L. 

NORECOVERY 

M. 

NO_CHECKSUM 

N. 

CONTINUE_AFTER_ERROR 

Correct Answer: L 

 

 

QUESTION 7

You are developing a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) project by using the Project Deployment Model. 

The project is deployed to a single SSIS catalog, and transfers data to and from multiple databases hosted on SQL
Server. 

The project must be configured to be able to export data to and from five different production servers that run SQL
Server 2012. Each target server requires different values for connection strings and parameters in the SSIS project. 

You need to meet the requirements by using the least amount of administrative effort. 

A. For each target server, create separate Environments in the SSIS catalog of the host SQL Server SSIS instance.
Select the appropriate Environment at package execution time. 

B. Create one SSIS catalog Environment. Change the values of each Environment variable at package execution time. 

C. For each target server, create separate registry entry configurations. Select the registry entry at package execution
time. 

D. For each target server, create a separate XML configuration file. Select the XML configuration file at package
execution time. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

You are building a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) package to load data from all files that are automatically
copied to a directory each night through an external FTP process. 
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You need to load data from all copied files to a destination table in SQL Server. 

Which three steps should you perform in sequence? (To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.) 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 9

You administer two Microsoft SQL Server 2012 servers named ProdSrv1 and ProdSrv2. ProdSrv1 is configured as a
Distributor. Both servers are configured to use the windows NT Service virtual accounts for all SQL Services. 

You are configuring snapshot replication from ProdSrv1 to ProdSrv2 by using ProdSrv2 as a pull subscriber. 

The distribution agent on ProdSrv2 regularly fails, displaying the following error message: 
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"Cannot access the file. Operating system error code 5 (Access is denied.)." 

You need to configure the distribution agent by granting only the minimum required access to all accounts. 

A. Configure the SQL Server Agent service to run under the Local System account. Configure the Subscriber to use the
SQL Server Agent service account. 

B. Configure the SQL Server Agent service to run under a Windows domain account. Configure the Subscriber to use
the SQL Server Agent service account. Grant FULL CONTROL access for the domain account to the ReplData share
on ProdSrv1. 

C. Configure the Subscriber to use the Local System account. 

D. Configure the Subscriber to use a Windows domain account. Grant READ access for the domain account to the
ReplData share on ProdSrv1. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

You are migrating a database named Orders to a new server that runs Microsoft SQL Server 2012. 

You attempt to add a SQL login, [User1], to the database. However, you receive the following error message: 

"User already exists in current database." 

You need to configure the [User1] login to be able to access the Orders database and retain the original permissions.
You need to achieve this goal by using the minimum required permissions. 

A. B. C. D. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 11

You are designing a data warehouse with two fact tables. The first table contains sales per month and the second table
contains orders per day. 

Referential integrity must be enforced declaratively. 
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You need to design a solution that can join a single time dimension to both fact tables. 

What should you do? 

A. Create a surrogate key for the time dimension. 

B. Join the two fact tables. 

C. Create a view on the sales table. 

D. Create a time dimension that can join to both fact tables at their respective granularity. 

Correct Answer: A 

With dimensionally modeled star schemas or snowflake schemas, decision support queries follow a typical pattern: the
query selects several measures of interest from the fact table, joins the fact rows with one or several dimensions along
the surrogate keys, places filter predicates on the business columns of the dimension tables, groups by one or several
business columns, and aggregates the measures retrieved from the fact table over a period of time. The following
demonstrates this pattern, which is also sometimes referred to as a star join query: select ProductAlternateKey,
CalendarYear,sum(SalesAmount) from FactInternetSales Fact join DimTime on Fact.OrderDateKey = TimeKey join
DimProduct on DimProduct.ProductKey = Fact.ProductKey where CalendarYear between 2003 and 2004 and
ProductAlternateKey like \\'BK%\\' group by ProductAlternateKey,CalendarYear 

 

QUESTION 12

You administer a Microsoft SQL Server 2012 database that contains a table named AccountTransaction. 

You discover that query performance on the table is poor due to fragmentation on the
IDX_AccountTransaction_AccountCode non-clustered index. 

You need to defragment the index. You also need to ensure that user queries are able to use the index during the
defragmenting process, 

A. ALTER INDEX IDX_AccountTransaction_AccountCode ON AccountTransaction.AccountCode REORGANIZE 

B. ALTER INDEX ALL ON AccountTransaction REBUILD 

C. ALTER INDEX IDX_AccountTransaction_AccountCode ON AccountTransaction.AccountCode REBUILD 

D. CREATE INDEX IDX AccountTransactionAccountCode ON AccountTransaction.AccountCode WITH DROP
EXISTING 

Correct Answer: A 

Only one index needs to be fixed. 

Reorganize keeps the index during the process, while rebuilding drops the index and then recreates it. 

Note: Reorganizing an index uses minimal system resources. It defragments the leaf level of clustered and nonclustered
indexes on tables and views by physically reordering the leaf-level pages to match the logical, left to right, order of the 

leaf nodes. Reorganizing also compacts the index pages. Compaction is based on the existing fill factor value. 
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QUESTION 13

You administer a Microsoft SQL Server 2012 instance that contains a database of confidential data. 

You need to encrypt the database files at the page level. You also need to encrypt the transaction log files. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? (To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.) 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer:  

 

QUESTION 14
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You are developing a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) package. 

The package control flow will contain many tasks. The tasks will execute consecutively and none will execute more than
once. Certaingroups of tasks will share variable and transaction scope. 

You need to group tasks together while enabling them to be collapsed and expanded as a group. 

Which item should you use from the SSIS Toolbox? (To answer, select the appropriate item in the answer area.) 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer:  

 

QUESTION 15

You are developing a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) package that loads data into a data warehouse hosted on
Windows Azure SQL Database. 

You must combine two data sources together by using the ProductID column to provide complete details for each
record. The data retrieved from each data source is sorted in ascending order by the ProductID column. 

You need to develop a data flow that imports the data while meeting the requirements. 

How should you develop the data flow? (To answer, drag the appropriate transformation from the list of transformations
to the correct location in the answer area.) 
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Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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